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WARNING: This book is part of a series, it is not meant to be read as a standalone. It is preceded
by Beginnings. Coarse language, violence and homosexual relations run amuck.We'll take "Give Us
A Freaking Break" for $200, please.To say the Santorno-Youngblood extended family has had a
rough couple of years is something of an understatement. Not that they don't enjoy a good
explosion just as much as the next guys, but the fun factor plummets when it's your house that's
going boom. Toss in a couple of kidnappings, a few maniacal ex-boyfriends, and a smattering of
gunshot wounds and these guys have learned not to say "what next"? Their lives just never seem to
calm down long enough to enjoy some playtime. Josh Reynolds plans to change that by marrying
Jason McKinley in Hawaii and bringing the whole gang along for some good times. Josh and
Jason's marriage is not the only happy beginning of new life; several of the guys get great news
while they are enjoying the island paradise. Once back in Fort Worth, the team gets right back to
work, with a little extracurricular activity humming along in the background. Greg Farrelli-Reynolds
and Tyler Youngblood spring some unwelcome news on their husbands -- right before the team
takes on some of its toughest missions. Josh's outrageous former college roommate is recruited as
a translator to help the team crush its Russian enemies. Chris Stevens meets Dimitri Voronova, a
Russian assassin who just happens to be friends with one of the Santorno guards. The sexy banter
flies as quickly as the bullets when they fight to rescue one of the group's own. Oh, about those
maniacal ex-boyfriends -- what is the deal?!The Santorno-Youngblood family makes it crystal clear
that they are not to be messed with. Unfortunately, some people just aren't very smart.
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I downloaded the book on 8/30. Read into the early morning hours, finished on 8/31 and then read
the story again. The long awaited wedding of Jason and Josh was beautiful. Little Stefan is
becoming quite the little grown up man. I was laughing at some of the things he said. Phoebe is
going to give him a run for his money when she sets her mind to it. I loved the husbands' surprise. I
wondered when that change would happen. I didn't think they would sit on the sidelines for long.
Brett (Trigger) and Roman - very sad way to meet but their reactions to each other were funny.
Chris and Dimitri - Chris is a riot and he's a caring person. We all need a Chris in our lives. Dimitri
had no idea what he was in for.ðŸ˜•I did think Brett was a bit naive. Some people who needed to go
got what was coming to them. There're two people in particular who are on the Santorno's radar.
We also very briefly got to see someone who is going to cause a lot of trouble (looking forward to
seeing how they deal with this person). He was mentioned in the Assisan Shifters books.Ms.
Sandrine gave us a rockin' story filled with kick ass men, weddings, engagement, pregnancies,
action, new couples, suspense, more action and did I mention kick ass men who love their family
and friends. I'm eagerly looking forward to more of the Santornos!!ðŸ˜‰

What can I say? That this author is great!! Although that really doesn't seem to do her justice!!! I
love her series and this one is just awesome!!! Her characters are so real you become immersed
into her world. You care what happens to them. I really love the back stories of these characters that
we got a peak of in the Assassin/Shifter series. In this installment the Russians arrive. Chris is a
hilarious addition. He was so funny in the Lyon's Den but seeing him start out is even better. The
picture in my head of Roman and Dimitri is just yum!! LOL!! The kids getting older is even better.
Little Stefan is such a Youngblood. It is kind of crazy since he is so young..LOL!!! I can't wait to the
next installment especially since Vince and Andrei are coming..so excited!!!! Read you won't be
sorry but you have to read in order or you will be confused. As she says it is like a Soap Opera but
to me it is much more addictive!!!

Seriously her books just keep getting better and I look forward to each and every one. If you have
not read her books and are looking for characters you can love and plots you can sink your teeth
into start at the beginning of this series or even the beginning of the Assassins/Shifter series, you
won't be sorry. #9 is so fine...yeah!!!

This book was great, we had not one but three weddings, a couple of birthdays, a proposal, two new
couples. There was plenty of sex going on and a couple of assignments for the Santorno's to take
care of. Over all this book was a fun rollercoaster to read

Sometimes it's hard to follow the story and characters. But it's worth the ride. I am impatiently
waiting for V is for Vicious. Any book about Vince Markov and/or Andre Pancheko is my automatic
favorite.

Seriously Sandrine had one of the hottest and best series out there to date! The
Santorno-Youngblood family only gets better with each book that comes out! I am afraid that by the
time we get to the 20th book in this series that the rating will be off the charts!!! You will need loads
of tissues and more than likely loads of potty breaks because you will cry a lot and laugh your butt
off till you either pee your pants or rush to the bathroom! You would think that when someone writes
about kids in a sexy book that it would block you cold but not here, nope little Stefan and Phoebe
and Little Nico and baby Tanner are so perfect! There is loads of action and adventure a few
weddings, new engagements and future baby births that has me laughing just thinking about how
Stephan and Jordan is going to make it threw the births and all the evil stuff that keeps popping up!
Needless to say I am looking so forward to the next installment in the Santorno-Youngblood series!
Make no mistake about it you will need to start this series from the very first with the love of Jordan
and Stephan in The Medicine and the Mob.

Gotta love the Santoro - Youngblood crew. The are a great bunch of guys, each of them unique and
wonderful in their own way. The way Sandrine has progressed with the series, taking us from the
start with Stephan and Jordan and now getting to the point where you see all of the people you
meet in a more peripheral fashion in the Assassin / Shifter series is great. When they were first
introduced, I wished I could learn more about all of these great guys, and my wish has been
granted. The clan deals with everything from young love to rape to assassinations done in the name

of justice. "Watching" everyone grow up with all of the drama of teen crushes, adult love and lasting
connections is wonderful. I strongly suggest that if you love hot men that don't meet the stereotypes
of so many MM romances out there, with hot, hunky men in live and having great sex, you read any
of the series by Sandrine Gasq-Dion.Thank you Sandrine, keep the great stories comimg!!
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